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Cristina Bacchilega. Fairy Tales Trans-
formed?: Twenty-First-Century Adaptations 
& the Politics of Wonder. Detroit: Wayne 
State University Press. 2013. Pp. x + 290, 
introduction, 60 color plates, epilogue, 

Oscholar Cristina Bacchilega has 
produced a superb, thoroughly 

 Divided into an intriguing introduc

divergent social projects envisioned and 

arly perspectives, but also taken hold in 
popular consciousness thanks to the elec

sites, blogs, social networks, and online 

ing and writing practices, Bacchilega ar
gues that we should consider the gender 

day, described in Chapter Three, has to 

and alliance with other genres. While the 

 Bacchilega creates an interesting open

there is a widespread sensibility and in
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other not only intertextually but also hy

as a text that already exists in various 

hypotext. On this basis, Bacchilega uses 
an intertextual approach in her explora

Skin Folk, 
Kissing the Witch, and 

Sinalela

social projects, Bacchilega validates what 

 The second chapter looks at the rep

Enchanted

Pan’s Labyrinth, Catherine 
Bluebeard

Hansel and Gretel
chapter, Bacchilega suggests that En-
chanted

Pan’s Labyrinth but also discusses two 

Year of 
the Fish Dancehall 
Queen
The chapter investigates the choices and 

The Arabian Nights are at the 
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lation as adaptation and adaptation as 

The Arabian Nights con

wonder 

television series Once Upon A Time, Bill 
Fables, 

The Arabi-
an Nights

 The book closes with an epilogue trac
wonder brought about 

research needs to be done about wonder 

pages concerning the need to decolonize 

Fairy Tales: A New History, arguing that 

 This is not light, casual reading but a 

insight. Fairy Tales Transformed?

Claudia Schwabe
Utah State University
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Sensing the Past: Hollywood Stars and 
Historical Visions

O
the star Sensing the Past
Cullen proposes an alternative to auteur 

len wants to take actors seriously, spe

not think

that bear some

tortured souls who do dirty work, and 

view, this is not a popular but typecast 

tors show “what they understand about 

audiences these discernible historical 

tieth century actors, linking each with 
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tionally has Foster stand alone, suggest

others, where he ordinarily addresses 

The Crucible The Last 
of the Mohicans Gangs of New York 

The Age of Innocence 
There Will Be Blood 

devoted attention to actors and how they 

historical background will take away in
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erations that take place unseen and oth

 Sensing the Past

than what historians do to capturing the 
ways ordinary people actually think and 

consciously, historians. Those who grace 

history.

David J. Puglia
Penn State University, Harrisburg
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Stuff
Polity Press, 2010. Pp. vi + 169, notes, 
index.

D Stuff is a call to 
anthropologists and the every

Throughout his chapters on clothing, 

us, but over culture as well. Why does 

tural connection, it is the particular use, 

keeps cultural diversity alive. 

prove that anthropology and its role in 

bought things and owned things just be

the person it covers, along with their so
cietal experiences: all the particulars that 

Stuff
anecdotes and case studies together is his 

anthropology and sociology in search 

where every object we create develops its 
own interests, gains agency, and slowly 

objects have agency, suggesting that ob
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propriate and what is not within their 

able to eat there. 

Argonauts of the Western Pacif-
ic

is what creates society. Over the course 

are constantly grappling with the binary 

or whether we are trying to avoid one. 

have control over this representation in 
the way in which we choose to organize 

how we decorate and organize the space, 

Stuff

choose to keep and to protect. Whether 
or not it is we who give agency to the 

these objects do have agency, and we 

person. There are the universals such as 

Stuff 
es us to think about the hold that objects 

their own.
Adrienne Gerard

University of Southern California
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Latter-day Lore: Mormon Folklore Studies 

Press. 2013. Pp. xi + 591, introduction, 
notes, bibliography, contributors, sources 

Saints of Sage 
and Saddle, published in 1956, is 

Latter-Day Lore: 
Mormon Folklore Studies

Latter-day Lore

lore scholarship and will surely take its 

The book is divided into six sections 

troduction written by the editors and 

the introductions ground each section 

section introductions provide concise 
historical overviews that help contex
tualize the succeeding chapter within 

One way to do this would have been to  

Latter-day Lore does want to show where 

ing the original publication dates would 

ductions also discuss key tensions with

chapters, such as the tension between su

and between articles, such as the ten

nacular traditions, history and historical 

Latter-Day Lore

ters included in Latter-day Lore

approaches.
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gin by addressing these legends. Because 

those avenues. Latter-day Lore reveals this 
weakness even as it points it out. While 

on the supernatural, the editors sug

represented in scholarship, such as gen
der, race, and international cultures, yet 
there are indications that scholarship is 
beginning to look at these issues. For in

attention, this collection provides evi

they have not received the attention they 

nored.

other duties. Three chapters later Susan 

articles are those concerns and daily ex

has been, the various sections in Latter-
day Lore will surely appeal to scholars 
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the West in general. The sections on hu

ebrations to discuss local repetition and 

ent contexts. The editors also point out 

 

Latter-day Lore uncovers the gaps in the 

Spencer Green
Penn State University, Harrisburg

  


